
Category: Tactical: Combination play
Difficulty: Moderate

Continental FC, Philadelphia, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Combination Play

Set up
Two 20 X 35 fields with mini-goals/pugs as shown
Organization
As players arrive for practice get them moving into small sided
games early. Build up to two 3v3 games alongside each each
other. Players are encouraged to have free play with no one touch
soccer. Try to keep teams even for competitive games and rotate
opponents every 3-4 minutes.
Progressions
Rotate opponents every 3-4 minutes
Coaching Points
Free play warm up with limited coaching. Enforce no one touch
rule

Warm-up (10 mins)

Set Up
2 Goals as shown with multiple balls. 4 Mannequins or cones in
middle of field as shown.
Organization
Two groups work alternate sides as shown. Ball starts with A who
plays pass wide to B. B then plays into target player C who drops
the ball back to D. D then plays out wide to B who runs onto the
ball to cross into the box. Players C and D make runs in and try to
connect and finish on goal. Make it competitive for goals scored for
both teams.
Progressions
Add in defenders
Change up combination sequence - there are multiple options.
Coaching Points
Quality of pass, pace of pass, movement off the ball to support the
play, angle of support, timing of runs and pass.

Combinations 1 (20 mins)

Set up
Same as previous drill
Organization
Player A must now produce and overlapping run around player B to
be the player crossing the ball. As in previous drill there are
multiple variations of the combinations that should be progressed
through incorporating the overlapping run.
Progressions
Add in defenders to make more realistic. Keep competitive with
other side and mix up players starting spots.
Coaching Points
Speed and quality of combination, timing of runs/overlap, quality of
cross, quality of finish, technique when finishing from wide areas.

Combination 2 - Overlapping Runs (20 mins)



Set Up
Half field set up as shown with 4v4 in the middle and 2-4 neutral
wide players in outside channels as shown.
Organization
Teams must look to create combinations as on previous drills. If a
player plays the ball outside they must then overlap as shown.
Players can improvise to utilize the overlap or use it as a decoy to
go direct to goal. Put in stipulations if players are struggling to
bring out the topic.
Progressions
Switch out wide players, allow yellow wide player to play the cross
early if it is on
Coaching Points
Quality/timing of pass and run, angles of support, movement to
lose defenders and play within passing lanes, quality of finish
inside the box, quality of crosses and through balls.

4v4 +4 With Overlaps (20 mins)

Set up
Field 40 X 30 with regular goals as shown.
Organization
Teams will play 6 v 6 including Goalkeepers. Regular scrimmage
game with emphasis on pthe defensive side of the game. Allow
game to be free play but enforce coaching points of the day.
Coaching Points
All of points portrayed throughout the session should be enforced
in a game situation.

Game (20 mins)
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